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l. A Eu ropean policy on com petition
by Hans von der GROEBEN
Member of the Commlsslon
The task of working out a European pollcy on comletltlon and of seelng
that lt is applled ls one of the four maJor problems faclnS the European
Economic communlty. These four problems are, ftrstly, ihe elimination
of customs duties and of quotas, as lald down ln the Treaty; next, the co-
ordlnatlon of economic actlvities; thtrdly, the lntroductlon of the ,. four
freedoms " covering the right of establishment and free movement of per-
sons' capital and servlces; and flnally, the matter of a reglme coverlng
competitlon inslde the common Market. The rulings on competltlon are
lntended to prevent trade between the Member States and the exchange of
services ln the wtdesi sense belng hampered and warped elther by distor-
tlons of competition i.e. by dlfferences ln national regulatlons or admlnis-
tratlve practlces, or restricted by prtce agreements or the taklng of lmproper
advantage of economlc power.
It wtll be the purpose of these rules to establish a more ratlonal divislon of
labour between the countries of the common Market, and so to make lt
possible to use the factors of production to the greatest advantage. From
thls lt is evldent that tt cannot be the intention of the communtty's policy
on competition to counter the natural conditlons affectlng competition or
the differences lnherent in varylng locations, as lt is just these differing
condltlons whlch should be allowed to exert their influence and play thelrpart ln.the choice of the slte chosen for expanded economlc activity. At
the same time It wtll be the alm of a reasonable reglonal poltry.tn the com-
munity to cfeate conditlons which would permlt a balanced economlc devel-
opment ln the several regions of the Common Market.
In worklng out common pollcles for agrlculture and for transport and flnd-
ing a jolnt solutlon for the problems of energy, care wlII have to be taken
that due attentlon is pald to the principles of competition and of the common
poltcy on.cohpetition. In coordlnattng traae withln the communitv it muii
?-1.s9 t9 kept constantly tn mind, if we accept the baslc concepts of the Treary,
that the.pattern of ecoilomlc life must depend on competiiior. - 
.;
The commission and the Governments of the slx Member states have In
the last two years been developlng ldeas ln the fleld of policy on competitlon
g1! tnittattng measures whlch'wlll in tlme become extremely lmportant.
As the reductlon of restrlctlons on trade advances, the condltlons ln the
Communlty resemble those of an lnternal market more and more closely.
In these condltions, differences whlch dlstort 'competltlon naturally $aln
in importance. Because of thts the Treaty has lald down certaln baslc rules
for a policy on competitlon; these already have bindin$ force ln the Member
States thouSh they now need to be lnterpreted and applled. In thls connec-
tlon the Commisslon has laid down certaln crlterla whlch tt wtII observe
In all further actlon In thls sphere. The principles lnvolved cover such points
as lnterpretatlon of the provislons contalned in the Treaty and the condltlons
'needed to obtaln unlformity ln the apfllcatlon of the loltcy on competltlon
in all slx countrles. The Commisslon has from the start made every effort
to ensure close co-operatlon with the Member States. The flrst reiult.of
thls has been that a broad plcture of the actual situation ln the Member
States could be obtained, wtth detatls of the factors affectin$ competiitoh
ln each country and of the latest posltion as re$ards $overnment measures
applicable ln the varlous countries and economlc sectors.
The Communlty's flve prlnclples for competltlon
l
1. The flrst princlple sprlngs from the fact that the European Economlc
Community's pollcy on competltlon can only be consldered ln dlrect rela-
tlonshlp to the other $,eneral obJectives of the Treaty. Competition pollcy
must no more be lsolated from the measures which the Treaty prescribes
for trade, such as provislons on customs and quotas, than from the demand
whtch lt makes for economlc co-ordlnation. In practlce thls means that
every measure stemmin$ from thts poltcy must at aII sta$es be kept In llne
wlth developments ln the other flelds
The reduction of dutles and the wldentn$ of quotas, together with the lmple-
mentation of the four freedoms referred to above, pmvlde both the law-
makers of the varlous countrles and the Commlssion ltself wlth a yardstlck
to be used whenever they add anythln$ to their pollcy on competltlon.
Here lt must be recalled that, as trade has become lncreaslnp,ly freer and
existlng barrlers have been demollshed, there has from tlme to tlme been
criticlsm of a tendency in the Member States to counterbalance thls llberal-
lzatlon by agreements of a private character (cartels or prlce-fixin$) or by
measures under publtc law, ln other words to render it ineffective. In the
early stages of applyin$ a common pollcy on competltion, the closest atten'
tlon will have to be pald to such moves lf the advantages of openln$ and
wldenlng markets, which ln the last resort should beneflt the consumer,
are not to be annulled. 
"'
In thls connection a special problem has come to the fore ln the tax poltcy
of Member States. It occurs malnly ln the handling of drawbacks of turnover
tax and other indlrect taxatlon on lmports and also in connection wlth
compensatory charges on exports of commodltles. Aftlcle 97 of the Treaty
Iays down a maxlmum for drawbacks and compensatory charges, whtch
may not exceed the amount of the internal charges on the soods or group
of soods. Limltations of other klnds are not found ln the Treaty. Experiencehas shown that' partly for generar economrc reasons and partly becauseof particular conslderations in certain Member states, the maximumdrawbacks and compensatory charges have not so far been applied. Thts
means that the margln may ln fact be used at airy moment.
If the tlmb when thls is done bolncides with the Iowering of tarlffs underthe Treaty' consumers will.bb given a dangeroui impre"sston whtch ivtll
be most dlsturblng foraII in posiitons of responsibilttyandwtll be apsycholog-lcal 
-6arrier to the prolress of the common Market, rn the lnterest of i
smooth advance it should therefore be consldered whether the Member
states are prepared to renounce use of the instrument provided by drawbacks
and compensatory charges except for the orlginal atm of achleving relleffrom internal flscal charges. possiblythere should even be a g,eneral stand-
stlll ln the field of drawbacks and compensatory charges, whlch would lnindivldual cases be relaxed only after prior consultatton with the commls-
sion and dlscirsslon of the matter wtth all other Member states concerned.
Obvlously the le$al rt$ht of Member States to take their own declsions lnthls fteld remalns untouched provlded thelr measures do not conlllct with
the Treaty. The Treaty has, however, placed on the commrssron the duty ofdetermlnlng whether such lncreases in drawback are or are not ln accord
wtth the Treaty. The commlssion can, of course, only do its Job lf tt is ln apositlon to examine the charges. Experience has shown that lt ls necessaryto alm at unlformtty in the methods of calculatlng compensatory charg,es
and drawbacks; the commlssron has put forward a proposat on thls poiot.
Baslc for all such plans must be the fact that with the dlsappearance ofdutles and quotas the economy wtll become far more sensltive; differlngtax systems, the multifarlous State aids and dlsslmilarltles ln leglslatton
will welgh heavlly on it and test its strength.
Already, to give only an example, complalnts have been made about thedlfferences in the regulations relatlng to the health and safety of men,
anlmals and plants, as Member states feel that these dlfferences hamper
movement across frontlers. Thts dtfflculty must be dealt wtth by flndtng ap-propriate means of brlnglng the varlous regulations more closely tnttlln;.
2. our second princlple ls that the various posstbilittes of eltmtnating
these dlstortions of competltlon ln synchronlzed sequence are lnter-related.ThIs ls why questlons of competltion are aII handled In one depirtment,
thus ensurtng that the organlzational form adopted shall itself make pos-
slble synoptlc appreclatlon of the problems and uniformlty ln the staftng
of pollcy.
There ls, in fact, extraordlnary dlverslty among the forms taken by restrlc-
tlons on competltlon in the Member states. The reasons are to be found
partly ln the htstorlcal development of the six countrles and partly in thelr
dlfferent attltudes. In some of themrstate monopolles play an important
role; ln others, sln$le companles or cartels have attalned posltions of $reat
economlc po*"". The re$ulatlon of competition would benefit llttle tf nothlng
*or" *"r" done than to examlne all of these forms of restrictlons on com'
petltton. In all measures whlch the EEc takes in future, attentlon wlll have
io be patd to the complexlty of these economic realltles. Thls would avold
the danger that ln orie country and economlc sector the restrlctlons of a
. 
private character could be ellmlnated ln one branch while ln another res-
irtctlons lmposed by the state, which are slmllar ln their effect, remalned
untouched.
only a reasonable co-ordinatlon of all measures dlrected a$alnst distor'
tlons of competitlon can ensure for all states concerned a $radualand pro-
gressive openin$ of thelr markets.
3. The thlrd prlnctple of the communlty's policy on competltlon concerns
untformity In the aiplication of measures ln the Member States. fn certaln
of these states the conditions unfortunately still do not exlst under whlch
theTreaty'sprovisionsoncartelsanddomlnantposltions(Artlcles85
and 86) can be enforced. Thts necessary leslslative work must be so pushed
forward that wlthln a few months it will be posslble to apply the Treaty
everywhere ln unlform fashlon. The or$anlzatlonal form of the authorltles
wnicn have to deal with restrictlve practices tn the Member states wlll need
to be $iven sufflcient uniformity to ensure that there is no admlnlstrative
dtfflcuity ln taktng parallel actlon ln all Member States. Proposals on the
polnt are at present beln$ prepared'
The Commlsslon has ur$ed that Member States should consult lt, and
through it, the other Member states, before takln$ declslons under Artlcle 88'
Particularly ln view of the exlstence of internatlonal cartels whlch $o beyond
the boundarles of any one Member state, lt would be extremely unfortunate
lf dlfferences ehould grow up between the varlous countrles ln the way
the provlsions on competltton are applied. only consultatlon wlth the com-
mtsslon and the other Member States can avold diver$ent decislons.betn$
taken. Thls would also avoid the need for the Commlssion to take action
Itself under Article 89. such action would have the result that the country
concerned ml$ht find ttself in the unhappy posltion of havln$ to reverse
declslons whlch had been taken wlthout consultatlon. Pdor consultatlon
ls therefore of the Ereatest lmportance
4. The fourth princlple of the communlty'e pollcy on competltlon recom-
r4ends a pra$matlc approaeh, rn view of exlstln$ dtfftcultles in harmonlzln$,
the condltions of competitlon, such an approach provldes the best chance
of dealing successfully with all parts of the problem.In ltspoltcyoncompe-
tltlon the commlsslon will not try to deal with parttcular questions ln
isolation and without reference to lts general pollcy ln this fleld. conse-
quently conferences have been arranged with government experts dealing
notonly wlth cartels but also wlth aid and the approximatlon of fiscal meas-
ures and leglslation. This actlon provldes an opportunlty for Member states
to reach ap,reement on the form of thelr action and on the timlng and course
of the necessary measures.
The task to be accomplished makes lt necessary to take lnto account a whole
serles of conditions whlch strictly speaklng do not come lnto the fteld of
competition pollcy.
5. The fifth princlple ls that, as far as at all possible, new dlstortlons of
competition shall be avolded.
All new legislative and administratlve measures in the Member states
must be looked at from this angle. At several points the Treaty contains
the ldea of a 
'3 standstill " and treats lt as a matter of fundamental lmpor-
tance. This applies to dutles and quotas. In connection wlth competitlon
policy it affects particularly Artlcle 93, whlch lays down that the commisslon
shall be lnformed of any plans to lnstltute or modify alds in ttme for a check
on their compatlbility with the Treaty. This concept of a standstill also
recurs in Artlcle 102, which states that, where there ls reason to fear that the
enactment of new legislative or admlnistrative provlsions might cause a
dlstortion, the governments concerned shall consult the commlssion.
If these prlnciples of the Treaty are to be translated into realities, the admln-
istrations in the various countrles will have to pay greater attention to
the communlty's standpolnt than has so far been the case. rn this the com-
misslon ls dependent on the support of the various administratlons. A great
deal of advlsory work in thls sphere and close co-operation between the six
countries wtll be necessary before the Treaty's provisions can be given full
effect. Co-operatlon on these ltnes wlll be needed if only to avoid the difflcul-
ties that would face both the Commisslon and the governments if it proved
necessary to reverse measures after they had been taken. Thls aspect of
the problem affects mainly the fteld of publlc law.
The commisslon considers that the European Economlc community's
policy on competition should be founded on these five prlnclples. The baslc
concepts, being, political rather than technical, provlde a general frame-
work for all further lnvestlgatlons, for arguments between experts and for
the elaboratlon of technlcal procedures. The experience lained ln the flrst
year has fully conflrmed the view that one of the main condltlons for econom-
ic expansion and lncreased trade in the common Market ls the ensurlng
of fair competltlon within the Communlty.

ll. Speedier implementation of
the Treaty establish ing
the European Economic Community
At its session of 9 and 10 March 1960, the Council had a preliminary discussion of
the recommendations for speeding up the pace of the Treaty submitted by the
Commission on 26 FebruTy 1960 in conformity with erticte 155 of the Tieaty.
The Ministers unanimously welcomed these recommendations and requested the
Permanent Representatives to examine them in detail. They also agreed that the
Special Committee instructed to examine the problems relating to a European
economic association should be responsible for examining those aspects of the recom-
mendations which come within the sphere of external relations. The result of the
Special Committee's examination rvill be submitted to the Council.
The commission's recommendations, which were communicated to the European
Parliament in March 1960, were thoroughly discussed in the general policy debate at
the March-April session. The debate was opened by a statement from the pres-
ident of the Commission and closed by the adoption of the following resolution :
T he European P arliament,
- 
Haaing stud.ied. the recotnmendations ol the Cotnmission ol the European Econornic
Community lor acceleration ol the rhythm ol the Treaty,
- 
Notes with satisfaction, that the econony ol the European Economic Comrnunity
is deaeloping at such a rale that it is possible to enaisage in all sectors an acceleration
ol the rlrythm laid d.oun by the Treaty,
.- Welcomcs the action ol the European Economic Community in this regard,
- 
Considering that the European Econotnic Community is naither a limited,lree trade
area flor simply a custotns union , but looks uf on itsell as a single and, f uoerlul econottt-
ic entity,
- 
Requests the commission ol the Europeau, Econotnic community, thc council ol
Ministers and' the goz,ernments to speed, up the simultaneous awl harmonious appli-
cation ol ,neast4res lor the implemcntation ol a con,tnofl, economic, agricultural and
financial policy and. ol a corumon policy in the sphere ol trdnsport,
-' 
Uo.pri ina th, recommendalions ol the Corumission ol the.iuropea, Eronom,ic
Communily tnill be cotnpleted in. suth a. way as lo giae due prominente to social ques-
tions,ulase itnportance is growing uith the greater speed. ol economic.integration,
and., in particular, to improae the prooisions 
.concerning the European Social Fund,
- 
urges that customs d,isaimament ois-d-ais non-member countries be planned. 'on
the basis ol fair reciprocity and that the acceleration procbdure tahe'account ol thc il
special uononic circumstances ol the deaelofmcnt couttlries associateil utith the Euro'
pean Economic Contnunity
- 
Requests the Cotnmission to subrnit as soon as possible to the Assembly conuete
and uorkable Prtposals which take due account ol the consideralions expressed, aboae,
in order to strengthen the ellectiae organization ol the Europe ol the Six and to mahe
it possible to pursue a poticy lor the deaelopmentoftradewithnon-m.etnbu counlries
anit lor economic collaboration belween the countries ol lree Europe.
In the speech with which he opened the general policy debate, M. Hallstein, Presi-
dent of the Commission, stated.the reasons forthese recommendations. He r'ecal-
ted that on 24 November 1959 ihe Council had instructed the Commission to submit
within two months proposals for a speed-up. He emphasized, however, that the
reasons in support of the recommendations of the Commission lay deeper. The54
are to be found in the Treaty establishing the Community, which itself poses the
question of acceleration, under different forms for the " core formed by the customs
union " and for the remainder of its content, referred to summarily as the chapter
on the economic union. The 'I'reaty thus offers the possibility of acceleration.
But as is always the case when a public body is entrusted with a right, this
also imposes on those who have been given that right an obligation to make
proper use of it.
M. Hallstein emphasized that the Commission had let itself be guided by this convic-
tion when it took into account, not only the time-table of the Treaty, but also the
possibility of acceleration which it offered.
The President of the Commission pointed out that in certain essentials the position
today is different from that which existed when the Treaty was concluded. It
differs in four ways which, he added, " all point towards acceleration ". In this
connection he mentioned, first, the way economic trends had developed; secondly,
the manner in which the economy and, more specially, enterprises, had adapted
themselves'to the Common Market; thirdly; the harmonisation of the economic
policies of the Member States during the last two years; finally, the need for the
Community to become as rapidly as possible a rrnity with a fully-fledged personality
of its qwn so that it shall be seen by the outside world to be irrevocable'
The significance ol acceleration in the pace ol ou,r Treaty lies as much in the fwld ol
eQonotnics as in that ol pure politics.
From the econ'omic point ol ai'ew, acceleration mbans o strotug itnpulse lor the release ol
econotnic energies. filernally, it will cure the inhibitions and, lusitations uhich, here
and, there, stitt stand, in the way ol conaersion to the new lacts ol life, and it will thus
strengtlten the process ol expansiott in which our econotny is at prcsenl engageil,tz
Extanally, the task is lo reinlorce the ellecls which the eslablishmenl ol our Comrnun1y
has alread,y exercised on thc deoelopment ol lree lraile throughout the uorW. The list il
these achieaements is alread,y itnposing. In the conaertibility ol the currencies ol tlw
Community countries, the calling of a woild tarill conference, the general reduclion ol
import restrictions, the reorganisation ol o.E.E.c'., euerywhae we tria that the lounding
ol our Community is artong the most outstanding cAuses ol these deaelopments. tt ttt;i
not a balance-sheet ol which ofle can be proud. ?
Here we are already touching on the luture shape ol things which we will hetp to engender
and to fashion. Among them, stemming lrom the paris resolutions,.aie theilyorx
being made to increase and lurther liberahize lral.e, and, a greatly improued. co-ordination
ol deaelopment policy.
Let me, however, repeat that by lar the greatest imporlance attaches to the extension ol
lrad.e. We expect that our Atlantic partners, too, will benefit in ways which will d,iscoui-
age any protectionist tend,encies among them.
There are, howeuer, reasons.for haste which go lar beyond the sirnply economic. I am
relaring to the expansionist policy ol lhe Soaiet bloc, a policy whiih spills ouer into the
field ol loreign trad.e.'
It is rcally rather lrightening to see the nonchalant ,nanner iru which mast Western
counlries conduct their indiaidual trade poticy with the East regardless ol what others are
doing. Meanwhile the East has set up its Comecon, a council lor mutual, economic aid,
'a most eftcient instrument ol large-scale planning in all economic fietd.s; this Comecon
seraes as an excellent instrument with which to firsue a Purposelul loreign tradi policy.
Do not let us lorget that higWy ellectiae weapons can be 
- 
and are 
- 
ernployed, in this
trdde policy. l|e are laced with a gigantic buying montpoly being used to undermine
the independ,ence ol underdeaelaped countries by taking raw malerials which are hard
to sell. We are laced with a power capabte ol putting pressure on indwstrialised coun-
tries which haae to sell their manufactures; the pressure is prwQtly leltwhen the exportslinking any country uith tlu Eastern bloc reach too high a froportion ol its total exjorts.
We are laced uith the possibility ol thc markets lor rau materials being upset by sudden
selling, as has happend recently. We are laced in parlicular by the conrplete iisregard
ol economic calculations in firing prices, with the result that manulactures can one fineday \ exported at furely political prices. This mahes it possible to endanger whole
btanches ol industry in the lree world and to bring about dangerous economic and social,
dislocation.
True, far-reaching systemaric disturbances ol world trad.e in general haue not so laroccund. But is this not because the ecm.omic capacdty ol the Soviet Union has not so
lar been great enough ?
How will this bc in lulurcl rlrolanguage ol figures is crear. rn one year, lront
1.958 tc 1959, thp quantities ol pig iron, ieel and rolled. goods prod,uceit in thc soviet
Union aJl rose by I %. In the same period we find that production ol generatols tosc t3
by 26 o/o, ol Diesel locomatiaes by 41 o/o, ol combine haraester-threshus by 52 o/o and ol
itn*;tA installalions by as mu.ch as 55 o/s. Soaiet leaders now leel so sure ol their
increasing production successes that they think they will be able to decide on the general
introduction ol a sir or snen'haur day during the current year.
W1o can doubt that the power reflccted in this upsurge ol eco*omic capacity will, when
the time is ripe, be used as a weapon in that policy which has been giaen the misleailing
name ol " co-existence", in other words to bring an end withortt war to the capitalist
system uhich in the communist rtieu is dootned in any case ? In lace ol such a threa't'
the petty technicahities ol itay-to-itay rouline are impotenl. There can only be one
elfectiue anwer: common action, and commsn actisn without delay.
One last word remains to be said about the political repercussions ol accelaation on the
internal li,fe. of our Community itsell. Il it is true that ue are rquird by the Treaty to
heep the question ol speedier implementation constantly under retieu in the light. ol
ilme6pmints occurring in the Comrnunity, this ma.y prue to be the first great test to lace.
the Community since the Treaty uas sigrud.
We like to say that this Community is a dynamic cntity. But being dynamic does not
mean being automatic. The establishment ol the Community did not set in motion a
machine th;ttt *;tt matte lorward touards its goal without any help lrom us. Whal is
d.ynamic about it is rather that the changes demanded by this uork call' every day attd
eaay hour lu lresh decisions on our parl. This means that the uil.l uhich producd the.
decision to sign the Treaty must be constantly reinforced., canstantly re'afirmed.
The text of the recommendations of 26 February is given below in extenso.
THE COMMISSION'S RECOMMEI{DATIONS ON SPEEDIER IMPLE.
MENTATION OF THE TREATY
t. That a speed-up is both possible and desirable is clear from an examination '
of the results achieved in two years' experience of the Treaty in practice and of
the economic situation as it stands to-day. A whole series of new political and
economic factors suggests that the present favourable combination of circum-
stances for accelerated implementation of the Treaty will not easily recur.
This point of view was adopted by the Commission as early as 18 September 1959,
in its Second Memorandum to the Special Committee for the study of problems
concerning a European Economic Association. A similar line of thought has
since been expressed by various governments, and appears in a memorandum put"
forward. by M. wigny, Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, in october 1959.
Before deciding on its position, the Commission studied a number of points which
included:
a) The possible consequences, both
and for the internal economy of each
for the realization of the Treaty's objectives
Community country, of a decision to speed.up
t4 implementation.
b) The conditions in which the stages and timings of the Treaty could be substan-
tially modified without endangering its balance.
c) The possible repercussions on the external relations of the community of a
speetl-up in the implementation of the Treaty.
2. The introduction of the common market is due to take place by progressive
steps fixed in the light of the situation existing at the time the Treaty was signed.
This gradual process was based on a given initial situation in the fields of intemal
economic policy and of commercial policy. However, economic circumstances
have changed and the forecasts made at the time are now seen to have been pessi-
mistic. It would therefore be legitimate, in the light of the experience gained
in the first phase, to revise the forecasts and to adapt the stages of European econom-
ic integration to a changed situation. Thisfollowsfromtherecognitionof two facts:
the results obtained in the last two years are in advance of thl time-table of t|e
Tre-aty; and the present favourable situation offers an opportunity to complete
and confirm the partial acceleration which has already taken place.
The principle of gradual implementation is not in question; it is the pace which today
seems too slow, because the factors which set the pace have changed.
The precaution of a transitional period of twelve years, which could, if necessary,
be extended to fifteen, was justified as much by certain general economic circum-.
stances which might prove to be lasting as by the structural distortions between,
the economies of the Member States.
Today the situation is different.
The development of the payment balances of all the Member States and the level
gf lheir currency reserves are such as to make it possible to plan for a rapid opening
of frontiers. Exchange rates reflect fairly correctly the truJstate of affairs and the
financial situation is ever5nvhere stable. There has been a certain improvement
even in the employment situation and the capital market has become easier.
Divergences between internal and. external economic policies have considerably
narrowed. Today the six States are in fact following very similar economic policies
aid their commercial policies are also pretty much alike. They have all achieved a
higher level of liberalization vis-I-vis non-member countries, and farticularly theUnited States, whereas two years ago some of them felt obliged to maintain strict
control over imports.
Finally, relations between the economic circles in the different member countries
have developed fast over the last two years and the common Market has come to be
a major factor in the life of a great many enterprises. Far from exceeding the pace
expected by business circles for the realization of the Treaty, more rapid. implemen-
tation would in many respects do no more than catch up with the pace wtrich ttrey
have implicitly accepted. t,
To sum up, the situation after two years' experience of the Treaty in practice is very
different from what could have been expected in 1957. In numerous fields there has
been a partiat, acceleration, the extent of which cannot always be gauged exactly.
This has helped to create a situation where the task of finding a Community form for
practices which are already close to each other is replacing the struggle to overcome
obstacles of principle such as still existed two years ago.
3. The general economic situation is particularly auspicious for a reduction of those
time-limits in the Treaty which recent developments have rendered pointless. After
a period of reduced activity, whose effects they all felt in varying degrees, the Member
States are now in a phase of economic expansion. In the opinion of the Commission
this is a determining element.
This expansion is calculated to soften the " shock effect " of the opening of the
Common Market : the effect produced by the widening of quotas and by a speedier
redrrction of customs duties will not be the same when these take place in a dynamic
market as when they occur in a market which is on the defensive. It is in periods of
expansion, when inrrestment is growing, enterprises are rationalizing and busin'ess
circles find it easier to plan on the basis of a vast market, that the stimulus of speedidr
implementation can be most effective.
In addition, there are psychological and material reasons why livelier competition in
a wider market can be a factor contributing to economic expansion. The structural
effects of the Common Market will therefore be eased by this general business situa-
tion, the importance of which is not inconsiderable if we accept that the Europe of
the Six has great possibilities of increasing production and raising living standards
and that, in the great economic contest now joined in the world, it should exploit
them as rapidly as possible.
Speedier implementation of the Common Market can only have inflationary effects
on prices ind.irectly, when the Member States whose present tariff is lower than the
Community tariff increase customs duties vis-I-vis non-member countries. This
danger has often been mentioned. However, it may be pointed out that the proposal
is only to put forward by 18 months the date for increasing such duties as need to be
raised 
- 
and that the increase would eventually have to be made in any case. As they
will be effected in several stages, the repercussions of the new rates will be greatly
softened. For the major portion of trade, moreover, the reduction of customs duties
within the Community and the lowering of the external tariff of those countries which
at present have high duties, will work in the opposite direction and thus make it
poriibt" to compensate any unwelcome consequences. It will also be seen that, for
other reasons, the Commission is proposing a general reduction of the common
external tariff. Finally, on the plane of general policy, the decision of the six States
to make a joint study of the problems facing both them and the Community in
connection with policy relating to economic trends provides an instrument for
bringing their points of view closer together and harmonizing policies whose flexible
l6operationshou]dnotleadustounderestimateitsusefulness.
4. Thanks, therefore, to much morb rapid developments than could be foreseen in
1957, to decisions on partial acceleration taken individually or jointly by the States
1nd to a particularly favourable business situation, lrury 
-*"igity 
arguments existfor advancing more speedily along the road of economic integ"ration. It is for the
Nlember States, in the light of the fundamental importance oi the aim of economicintegration which they have set themselves, to draw the lessons from the existing
situation and to increase the speed at which the objectives of the Treaty are attain]
ed. This would involve no additional risks.
5. The Treaty of Rome is not onry a customs union but even more an economic
union, and there can be no alteration to its internal equilibrium through the increasein speed, no undue emphasis on certain of the mechanisms embodiud-in th" Treaty
coupled with restriction in scope or complete cancellation of other objectives whicir
were linked with them, which would result in transformation of the very character
of the Treaty.
The Commission has reached the conclusion that it is possible to attain this accelera-
tion without in any way detracting from the aims of the Treaty or disturbing its
balance.
In this connection a few remarks are caled for. During these two years, progress
has bee, made on working out the common policies. . Approximation of economic
and business cycle policies is now going on and the rudiments of a trade policy have
been defined, although divergences of view still exist on certain important points.It would be possible to mention numerous other examples of studies or decisions
which evidence substantial progress in the harmonization of policies and justify the
dpinion that we are somewhat in advance of the forecasts wirich it was reasonably
possible to make at the time the Treaty was signed.
The Member States now have before them the Commission's first proposals for the
implementation of a joint agriculturar policy. These proposals, too, imply de facto
acceleration since they lay down that the agricultural common market ,hrll b""o*.
a reality within a time-limit appreciably shorter than the remaining ten years of the
transition period. Indeed, the commission attaches great imporiance to the link
between industrial and agricultural integration.
The European Social Fund will be inaugurated in the near future. The Commission
expects shortly to submit proposals on the free movement of workers and thedevel-
opment of a co-ordinated occupational training policy. It will look to it that every
means of economic action at the disposal of the community, such as the Euiopean
Investment Bank and the Social Fund, contributes to ensuring balanced development
The implementation of the common policies does not depend on the time-table but
on the resolve of the Member States. The Commission considers that when these
States accept a speed-up of the customs union, they must undertake to advance more
rapidly in this second field also. The close and necessary link between the auto-
matic processes of the Treaty and its other provisions is so evident, and imposes t7
itself on the institutions of the Community with such force, that we may count on
every endeavour being made to ensure that the customs union, the application of
courmon rules of competition and the development of co-ordinated or joint policies
all move forward in step.
6. The problem of speedier implementation arises both from the needs of the
Community's commercial policy and the facts of its internal economic development.
On this plane the advocates of a speed-up believe that if the Community is estab-
lished rapidly it will be able to apply a liberal and bold common policy to the best
advantage. The idea of more rapid implementation is a source of anxiety for others,
who fear that a speedier realization of the Common Market will make it more difficult
for other States or groups of States to adapt themselves to the new situation.
The Commission does not underestimate these problems. Already in its Memorandum
of last September, it established a close relationship between the strengthening of
internal links and the working out of a policy with regard to non-member countries.
In the Commission's eyes there is no doubt that the quicker the Common Market
is established, the sooner it wiU be able to play an important and dynamic part
in freeing and developing trade. The Commission is.of the opinion that the speed-up
would have a beneficial effect in this respect.
It cannot be denied that the existence of the Community has given a powerful
impulse to the vigorous growth of economic relationships in the world during the
last fifteen months: the extension of convertibility, the considerable reduction
of import restrictions, the new world tariff conference, the meeting of the " 21 ".
The institutional changes occurring in the relations between States invitecl to the
Conference of the " 2l " and. the joint examination of the problems facing the
underdeveloped countries are sufficient evidence that a new phase has opened, in
which the Community is playing its due part and providing further proof not only
of the spirit which inspires it but also of its anxiety to see this spirit reflected in facts.
This being so, the counter-arguments ol a polititical and economic nature whichmay
be brought against a speedier implementation of the Treaty of Rome cease to be
relevant, because the six States have dispelled by their attitude ancl by their acts
all doubt concerning the line they intend to follow, and because the necessary
procedures to resolve problems which may arise have begun to operate. The
reasions in favour of a speed-up which would strengthen the position of the States
in their external relations remain valid. The sooner economic integration is a
fact, the more the commercial poticy of the Common Market will of necessity be
dynamic, open and liberal.
7. On the basis of the above analysis the Commission concludes that a speed-up
is both possible and desirable provided certain conditions are observed. These
are the maintenance of the internal equilibrium for which the Treaty provides
between customs union, implementation of the common rules on competition,t8
development of co-ordinated and common policy, and. insistence on the European
Economic Community's mission as champion oi liberalism in its dealing wittr the
outside world.
i
8. The detailed procedure for acceleration falls into two parts:
a) For those portions of the Treaty which are subject to a time-table, the speed-up
will essentially consist in the more rapid introduction of the customs union.
b) In the other fields, where it is not possible to measure the speed-up, the Member
States would have to affirm their awareness of the problems which irise and take
further steps to maintain the unity of the Treaty. Such action is moreover jus-
tified by the desire to prevent the speed-up from leading indirectly to an aggravation
of the structural imbalances within the Community; the problems arising from
these were among the major preoccupations of the authors of the Treaty. -
The Commission considers that, in the light of the current situation in production,
trade and emplo5rment, advantage must be taken of the favourable overall economic
conditions to make the greatest advances possible during the next two years.
Action to this end is the more desirable as the speedier establishment of the 
"o.tornunion is intended to be a factor of both expansion and stability.
The Commission expresses its conviction that the acceleration achieved in the
first stage will make it possible to shorten the transitional period laid down in the
Treaty.
These views have led the Commission to put forward the following proposals:
a) All remaining industrial quotas between the Member States to be eliminated.
by 31 December 1961. The extension of trade inagricultural products to be step-
Ped uP in line with the gradual introduction of the corlmon agricultural policy,
by methods and procedures to be defined later.
b) customs duties between the Member States to be reducecl by b0 o/o instead.
of.30 o/o during the first stage. The decrease on 1 July lg60 to be 20 ,/o instead
of''l'0 o/o and the same figure to hold for the reduction due to take place on 31 Decem-
ber 1961.
c) The elimination of industrial quotas vis-r-vis non-member countries at a com-
parable stage of development to take place as a general rule before 31 December 1g61,
subject to reciprocity.
d) The introduction of the common external tariff to begin on I July 1960 instead
of 3l December 1961, the changes to be calculated on the basis of the external
tariff adopted by the council on 12 February 1960, less 20 o/o. The cond.itions
of reciprocity to be granted by non-member states will be studied further. t9
e) No immediate decision to be taken on thi question of riot prolonging the firstl
stage or of shortening the following ones. The Commission would nevertheless
express its conviction that the provisions enacted in accordance with its proposals
would make it possible, at the end of the fourth year of operation of the Treaty,
to shorten the second and third stages under the conditions laid down in Article 8.
The Commission reserves the right to propose srrch shortening in due course.
70. The elimination ol quantitatiue restrictions among the member countries must
be effected during the transitional period in line with the provisions of Article 30
and the immediately following Articles of the Treaty. In fact, recent developments
have shown that most of the obstacles in the way of speedier action have disap-
peared; they were due to the inadequacy of the currency reserves held by the
St"t.. or to price problems linked with exchange rates which were lilely to arise
in some of them. As regards industrial quotas, cven the hard core has begun to.
melt. Taking into account these factors and also the changes which have come
aborrt in international trade relations, the Cornmission proposes that the Member
States should note the new situation and agree to abolish all industrial quotas.
amongst themselves before 3t December 1961'
In their relations *itf, eln other, the Mernber States should not limit their action
to purely industrial quotas (Article 33) but should include State honopolics of a.
commercial character (Article 37), the adjustment of which should.also be speeded
up. However, the special character of these monopolie's'precludes.the--elimiriation.
within two years of all the obstacles to trade to which thdy "gine risti. '-the.
Commission thcrefore proposes that each l\fember State concerned should examine
with it ole specific problem, so that it shall be possible to draw up before .the
end of the year a precise programme for the elimination of discriminations be-
tween nationals of the IUember Statcs in the conditions governing dupplies and
markets. This programme would have to depend on the cases, but would be'of
thb shortest duration compatible with the cconomic and legal factors taken into
consideration
The Commission is conscious of the need to deal with agricultural quotas more
rapidly than has been the practice since the coming into force of the Treaty, for
it fears a possible timeJag between the elimination of the obstacles to the exchange
of industrial products and the removal of difficulties hampering trade in agricul-
tural products. However, in vierv of the close link between this plollgr.n ?nq
that of the common agriiultural policy, the Commission reserves the right to deal
wiitr ttrii questioir amlng'the ptopo.ott it is preparing on the expansion of tride
during the period before the common agricultural policy is inaugurated.
11. The reductioir in customs duties under the Treaty is to be 1,0 o/o on I July 1960
and 10 o/o on31. Deccmber 1961 (semi-linear reduction). The Commission considers
that the advances in the rationalization of production during the last two years'anil20
the current busiuess expansion make it possible to go appreciably further without
causing serious economic difficulties for the various branches of activity or forindividual undertakings.
It therefore proposes that the reductions on t Jury 1960 and 31 December rg6t
should be 20 o/o instead of. l0 o/o. Thus, at the end of the first stage, total dutiei
levied should be reduced by b0 o/".
shbirld the' Member States adopt'this proposal, the commission would recommend
thaf, as lar as possible, the customs duiies be reduced across the board.
i[2. There is a close link beiween the reduction of customs duties among the Six and
the introduction of the comiion external tariff.rf the first were to go o, fo, a long
time without the counterbalance provided by the second, there would be risk of
lerious -distortion of traffic.
This being so, it is nccessary to maintaiu the parallel lines of ad.vance fixed in the
Treaty itself and to decide that the first alignment on the common external tariff
shall take place at the time when reductions in duties on the internal plane reach
30 o/o, that is to say, according to the commission's proposal, on t July 1d60.
In the part of this siudy rvhich dears with the advisability of a speed-up, the iom-
inission has already stated. that, in its opinion, this earlier introduction of the common
bxternal tariff entailed no rlisadvantiges for thc economy of the Member States,
esfecially as it considered it should recommend that the basis of thc tariff thus
introduced should be20 o/o below thc rates resulting either from the application of
the arithmetical average or from negotiations between the States.
This reduction of the common external tariff could be of a provisional nature until
su,ch time as the negotiations to take place in GATT in the second half of 1g60 and
in'1961 have been conclided.'. In the light of the tariff reductions which its partners
3:cepl during these nelbtiations, the Community rvill decide whether to maintainhll or part of the 20 o/o reduction --- '--..
In addition, immediatc reciprocity on a scale to be determined might be demanded
6f the <ither industrial couniries of Ceff (with the exception of tie United States,
in view of the complicated anrl slou'internal procedure which has to be gone thr;;;
in that country before tariffs can be reduced). The United States woul<i furnish its
quid prci iluo in the negotiations which are io take place in GATT on Mr. Dillon,s
proposal. The discussions on immediate reciprocity could include the question of
extending to the contracting Parties of GATT 
"nd th" other States benefiting bythe most-favoured-nation clause, the tariff reductions which the l\Ierirber Siates
mutually grant each other on 1 July 1g60, where these reductions concern customs
drties at a rate higher than that of the common external tariff and with the proviso
that the duties in question are not brought down to a rate lower than this tariff.
2t
13. The above remarks concerning the detailed procedure for speeding up the
customs union take no account of the problems arising from other Titles of the
Treaty where no time-table has been laitl down. As mentioned in section 5 above'
the Commission is of the opinion that the Member States must work out joint policies
pari passu with the implementation of tariff and quota disarmament and the intro-
duction of the common external tariff.
In this field it will be mainly a question in future of making full use of the provisions
already enacted or of the inltitutions recently set up. This is the case for economic
and financial policy, where the machinery for comparing the points of view of the
Member States already exists. The Committee on policy relating to economic
trends and the Monetary committee together will supply the framework in which
policies may be harmonized. In another sphere, the harmonization of the systems
of tr*or.i tax is in hand. Studies have also begun on the co-ordination of the
regional policies of the Member States, and it may justifiably be expected that the
Inititutiors of the Community, the European Investment Bank and the European
social Fund, will be able to play their full and proper part in this field.
The Commission offers suggestions on two points:
- 
Firsfly, the Member States should undertake to speed up their work for the
implementation of the Treaty in all fields, so that the objectives which it lays down
*"y tu attained before the end of the transitional period. In the opinion of the
Commission, such an undertaking would be beneficial in two ways : it would make it
possible to give public expression to the link between the customs union and the
other parts of ttre treaty; it would also bring out the fact that more rapid completion
of theiasks imposed by the Treaty in spheres other than the customs union depends
on the will of the Governments.
- 
In addition, further studies could be added to the very considerable list of those
already going on, thus making it possible to provide for speedier implementation of
the Tiealy the means which are still lacking or to attain more rapidly objectives
which seem within the reach of the Member States'
In the matter of social policy,for instance, the Commission has ordered an immediate
study, for submission to the Council, of the general principles which should Sovern
the implementation of a commou policy on occupational training' At the same
time, tire Commission proposes that it and the Council together tackle the general
problem of the training of technicians at all levels, a problem which the individual
St"t.. and the Community have to face. These two closely related yet distinct
questions appear to the Commission to be fundamental for the future of the Commu-
nity ancl to call for study without delay'
In addition, the Member States concerned ought to initiate now the procedures
necessary for ensuring, as far as possible, the application before the end of 1960 of
the principle of equal remuneration for equal work as between men and women
workers, laiil down by Article 119 of the Treaty.zz
On iommercial policy, the Commission proposes that it and the Member States co-
ordinate trade negotiations with non-member states in a more systematic fashion.
The fact that the member countries have to deal with identical problems, the step
forward implicit in the entry into force of common tariff policy, the need already
being felt of dealing with the major questions in a co-ordinatud. *"nnur, make it
essential that approximation in the particular field of trade negotiations be pushed
forward. with special vigour.
The commission further suggests that the Governments of the Member States, in
collaboration with the Commission, should speed up the unification by commodities
of their liberalization measures, since recent developments have shown both the
possibility and the need for much greater harmonization of attitudes in this field.
The Commission is finally of the opinion that in cases of recognized importance
in which considerable diversions of traffic might be feared, the Member states
should now agree to open the first joint negotiations under Article 113 of the Treaty.
with regard to the cottflon agriculrural, folicy, the commission has already made
its proposals known, and. it is planned to implement them before the end of the
transitional period. The commission is preparing complementary proposals
covering either further products or the gradual adjustments needed. if the goal
of the corlmon agricultural policy is to be attained without setbacks. The Com-
mission attaches great importance to the acceleration of the customs union, which
will mainly concern the industrial sector, being rounded off as far as possible
by the speedy implementation of the common agricultural policy.
In connection with this speed-up of the customs union, the measures referred to
in Article I'12 (1) (i) concernin g aid,s granteil to exports to third, countries must also
be adapted to the new pace at which the Treaty is to be implemented.
FinaJIy, as far as the means ol action are concerned, the Commission has chosen two
fields in which it considers that the Member States should undertake without
further ado very thorough harmonization of their regulations or practices, on the
grounds that this would be very important for the effective implementation of the
common Market. The commission's suggestions to Member States are:
- 
That they plan for complete co-ordination of their statistical systems within
two years, as the basic elements for a serious study of problems on the level of the
Community are too often lacking.
- 
That they initiate, under the aegis of the commission, a study of the abolition
of obstacles arising from customs or other regulations (such as plant health controls,
health regulations, industrial standards, etc.) which hinder perfectly free movement
of gcods; in this way, once the customsandquota barriers had disappeared,com-
modities could move absolutely without let or hindrance. Proposals in this field
should be submitted to the Council within a period of two years and the study
should deal with all branches (agriculture, preserved foods, capital goods, the 2?
pharmaceutical industry, etc.) in which divergent regulations provide obstacles to
trade.
74. In its proposals for speeding up the implementation of the Treaty, the Com-
mission has endeavoured to be as specific as possible on the points dealt with
and to request the States to lose no time in accelerating the establishment of the
Common llfarket. It is clear that other suggestions might have been made and a
different presentation of the problems adopted. However, the Commission consid-
ers that its proposals correspond to the two objectives which in the present cir-
cumstances the Member States seem bound to pursue : to profit from favourable
economic conditions by moving ahead as rapidly as possible on the road of integra-
tion and to launch the maximum possible number of study and planning operations
in those fields where acceleration cannot be brought about simply by altering a
time-table laid down in the Treaty.
The experience of the last few years justifies the conclusion that the more rapid
the realization of the Common Market, the greater will be the chancesof maintain-
ing its cohesion and adding to its strength and the more dynamic and outward-
looking its policy towards the surrounding world.
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lll. Activities of the Communiry
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Intra-European trade problems
1. When it met on 8l\[arch, the Special Committee instructedtoexaminetheprob-
lems relating to a European economic association made a preliminary examination
of those parts of the Commission's recommendations for speeding up the implemen-
tation of the Treaty which relate to the tariff measuies affecting non-member
countries and due to be taken on I July 1960.
The Committee also discussed the application of the quota measures in the industrial
field on which the council had decided rvhen it met in Strasbourg on 23 and 24 No-
vember 1959, ancl under which there is to be an increase on 30 June lg60 of the
quotas granted to non-member countries whose economic structure is comparable
with that of the Community.
2. At a session held on 9 and 10 March 1960 the Council, after noting the Comnris-
sion's recommendations on a speed-up of the Treaty, decided that the special
Committee should make any necessary studies on those aspects of the recommenda-
tions which belong to the field of the Community's external relations and should
report back to the Council the result of these studies.
3. The Commission noted the resolution adopted by the Ministers of the member
countries of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) at their meeting in
Vienna on 1t and 12 March 1960. In this resolution the seven governments stated
that they were prepared to discuss extending to Member States of EEC and to
other countries the tariff cuts they are due to make between themselves oni ;uty, to the extent that the Six are prepared. to act on a reciprocal basis.
They also stated that they were ready to negotiate a solution based on this proposal
at the meeting of the Committee on trade problems set up as a result of the con-
ference of XXI.
4. The iommittee on Trade Problems. met on 29 and 30 March in Paris und.er the
chairmanship of M. Luns, the Netherlands Minister of Foreign Affairs.
The Committee took the following decisions:
The Secretariat is charged with the task ol collecting lactual data concerning the leael ol
indiaidual tarills which would be applied. alter 1 luly 1960 on the basis ol the measures
proaided lor in the Rome Treaty and the Stochholm Conaention, respectiaely, attd. on the
basis ol other proposals which are under consideratioru, as follows:
a) the preposal of the EFTA relerred to in the viem,a communiqui ol 12 March 1g60;
b) the proposal ol the Commission ol the EEC. 25
Any member ol the Committee is lree to request the Secrelariat to anange lor the proaision
ol relatant data concerning particular items ol interest to its export trade.
Any member ol the Committee is also lree to communicate to the Secretariat any lactual
data or analyses ol the measures referred, to aboae which they would, like to bring to the
attention ol thc mcmbers ol the Committee.
Thcse d.ata uill. be consol,idated by thc Sectetarial and, communicated, to aJl membas ol
the Comnittee belore 30 APril 1960.
Th,e Chairman ol the Comittee (or his alternate) will mainlain contacts uith represent-
atiues' ol the aarious delegations in order to arrange consultations uith counlries or
groups of countries which might wish to exchange aieus on a purely inlornd basis.
The Committee shall hotd its second session on Ztl May 7960, on the underctanding tlwl
the Chairman, alter consultation uith the tnembers ol the Comtnittee, might conaene tlu
meeting at an eailier dale.
Associatlon of Greece and Turkey with the Communlty
5. At its session of 9 and 10 March, the Council had a final exchange of views with
the Commission concerning the directives to be given to the Commission for its
negotiations with Greece on an association agreement.
These negotiations between a delegation representing the Greek Government and a
delegation from the Commission follow a period of exploratory contacts and began
on 2L March at the seat of the Commission. The Greek government delegation was
led by M. Pesmazoglu, and that of the Commission by M. Seeliger, Director-General
of External Relations.
6. The Special Committee instructed to assist the Commission in its negotiations
with the Greek Government met on 5 April under the chairmanship of Ambassador
Borschette, Permanent Representative of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. The
Committee took note of the status of the negotiations.
7. The Commission has drawn'up an outline agreement in preparation for the
negotiations rvith Turkey. It.will be for the Council to agree directives for these
negotiations at one of its coming sessions.
Assoclatlon of the Netherlands Antillee wlth the Communlty
8. At the same session of 9 and 10 March the Council, considering the request from
the Kingdom of the Netherlaads dated 18 January 1960 for negotiations to be
opened on a convention for the economic association of the Netherlands Antilles
with the Community, invited the Commission to undertake the technical study of
the problems raised by this association, to make all necessary contacts with thez6
competent authorities of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and to report to the
Council.
At its May session the Council may be able to undertake a further examination of
the Netherlands application on the basis of the Commission's study.
The Communlty and GATT
9. At the Fifteenth Session in Tokyo, the contracting Parties agreed to examine
at the Session in May 1960 the problem of dislocation of markets which could be
caused by large-scale imports of manufactured products from countries where sala-
ries are comparatively low, and as preparation for this examination they instructed
the GATT Secretariat to consult the governments and draw up a detailed report on
the factual elements in this problem. Being anxious to help in finding a solution
which would make it possible to avoid the serious economic and social dislocation
which stems from such large-scale imports without thereby disturbing the regular
expansion of international trade, the Community has supplied the GATT Secretariat
with detailed information drawn from the experience of Member States in this
matter.
10. The services of the commission have been following what has been done by
the working party on state trading and aids, which met at Genevafrom2?to2g Feb-
ruary. This working party will be reporting to the Sixteenth Session of the Con-
tracting Parties.
Relatlons wlth non-member countrles and international org,anlzations
1l . The competent institutions of the European Economic Community (the Council
and the commission) have agreed that New zealand, canada, BraziT, Australia and
Morocco should establish diplomatic missions to the Community.
On 15 April, the Community had thus established diplomatic relations with the
following 17 non-member countries : united States of America, Greece, Israel,
Denmark, Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, Great Britain, Norway, Ireland, Austria,
Canada, Brazil, Portugal, New Zealand, Australia and Morocco.
12. The commission was represented at meeting of the OEEC council held in
February and March. It was also represented at meetings of the Joint Trade and
Intra-European Pa5rments Committee, held on 19 and 22 February.
13. The Commission has put detailed proposals before the four personalities instruct-
ed by the Conference of 20 Member or associated States of OEEC and the Commis-
sion of the European Economic Community to draw up a report on the reorganization
of OEEC. 27
The Community and countries in the course of development
11r. Along with Belgium, Canada, France, the Federal German Republic, Italy,
Portugal, the United Kingdom, the United States and Japan, the Commission took
part in the first session, held from I io 14 March in Washington, of the Development
Assistance Group, which had been instructed by the Confcrence of Twenty-One
tostudytheproblemsofaidtounderdevelopedareas.....
The session rvas presidcd over by Ambassador Ortona, Head of the Italian delegation
to the United Naticins.
At thc mcetings on ministerial level, the'Commission's delegation was led by
1\[. Robert Lemaignen, a member of the Commission, and in those at senior official
level by I\f. Franco Bobba, Director-General of Economic and Financial Affairs.'
The head of the Commission's delegation outlined the main features of the association
of the Overseas Countries and Territories with the European Community, with
particular emphasis on the aims and achievements of the European Development
Fund for the Overseas Countries and Territories.
All those taking part in this initial session emphasized the importance they attach
to increased aid to the development areas and made known their intention to act
accordingly within the limits of their material resources.
At this first session ways and means of improving bilateral aid were specially studied.
During its next session the Group will examine more thoroughly the problems
facing the underdeveloped countries. It will convene in Bonn, at the invitation
of the government of the Federal German Republic, towards the end of June or at
the beginning of July.
The chairman and the secretariat of the second session of the Deveiopment Assistance
Group will be provided by the Federal German Republic.
Note on economic trends
15. Whereas, at the beginning of 1959, the action of the prrblic authorities, in con-
junction with the e:tpansion of external demand, was the essential factor in the
recovery of business, the various components qf private demand have all been play-
ing their part in the development of economic activity since the second half of 1959.
External demand remains buoyant : In the last quarter of 1959, the rate of increase
in exports from member countries was 18 o/o over the corresponding period of the
previous year and more than 25 o/o in January 1960. Although sales from the
Community to the United States are no longer increasing at the same exceptional
rate as in the first half of 1959, the growth of Community exports to other non-28
member countries is becoming more rapid; this applies especially to the develop-
ment countries, which reacted only tardily to the beneficial effecis oi the upturn iri
world trends.
Internal demand is growing faster than in 1959. The expansion of fixed investment
in the form of equipment or industrial building, stimulated by the prospects of wider
markets, is being helped by the present high level of liquidities a".pit" the rising
trend in interest rates. In some member countries, such as the Federal German
Republic and the Netherlands, manpower scarcities which the seasonal spurt of
activity in the Spring may well render more acute, are a further factor making for
higher investment. Even in countries like France, whcre the emproyment **k"t
is not tight for the time being, there is a danger that expansion wii provoke tension
in some sectors. In others, especially coal-mining, the number of persons occupied
will doubtless tend to decline in thc Community ai a whole, but there are still many
difficulties in the way of the occupational and [eographical mobi]ity of workcrs.
The increase in wage'rates, which is appreciably greater than in 1g5g, a1d the mbre
favourable trend of profits distributcd autl'oi thc incomes.earned by.thb self-
employed are clearly improving the spending power of households. As a result, pri-
sate consumption is growing more rapidly than during the two preceding years.
The very rapid expansion of industrial production registered at the enrl of lg59
continued in early 1960, and there has bcen no chanle in the trend.s noted'in the'
v'arious sbctors' The situatibrt'continueb to be discouraging in shipbuilding and
coal-mining. The slight increase.in freights and the ."...,i firmer dem"rr"d ior
certairi sp6cial types of ships, in particular for thd transport of ccreals in the wilter
month$, have not led to nerv orders being placed with shipyirds but only to thc
re-commissioning o{ ships laid up. Measu-res with the effeci of limiting the supply
of coal-mining products, and the improved business climate, farticularly in iron-ani
steel, have made it possible to secure a better brlancc in thc coal mrrket : there has
been a slight reduction in pithead siocks, and clcliveries of coal to producers of
electricity, whose stocks have also fallen over receut months, might ivell pick up
appreciably during the second quartcr of 1960. Howcver, becausc of the preseni
trend to change over from coal, petroleum products and gas will contiluc to bc the
chief gainers from the probable livcly demand for primary energy.
On the other hand, the increase in production has been cspecially prononnced not
only in those sectors 
- 
like the petroleurn and chemical inclustiies 
- 
which hacl
continued to exparrd in 1958 under the beneficial effect of structural changes in final
or intermbdiate consumption, but also in those which had then slowed down or
actually declined : iron and steel, tcxtiles and most branihes of thc metal-workingindustry. The latter has benefited in particular from the improvement which has
taken place in mechanical and electrical engineering as 
" 
r"rrit both of the growth
of external demand and the expansion and speedier execution of investment
programmes. During the coming months production in the metal-working indus-
tries will continue to expand more rapidly than industrial production u, , whole, 29
where the rate of increase, which has up to now been exceptionally high, would seem
likely to slow down somewhat in the second quarter of 1960.
The progress of overall inclustrial production is moreover less marked than would
appear from the index, as this includes neither the foodstuffs industries nor building,
where expansion is less pronounced than in the other sectors. At the beginning of
1960 the expansion of building, which was stimulated in the first half of 1959 by the
action of public authorities, is due to increased private demand, which in the main
affects investments in industrial and commercial buildings; the increase in interest
rates and restrictions on credit are acting as a brake on housing constntction.
As a corollary to the vigorous expansion of internal demand, imports of finished
goods, both equipment and commodities for consumption, are increasing rapidly.
In addition, imports of raw materials and semi-products are appreciably higher than
in 1959 because of the adjustment of stocks to the growth of industrial production.
This trend in imports is felt in all the member countries, including France and Italy,
where the general recovery only began to affect purchases abroad during the last
months of 1959. Thus, although exports have remained at a high level and, in
France and in B.L.E.U., even the seasonal falling-off usual at the beginning of the
year has not occurred, the surplus on the trade balance of the Community fell more
sharply during the first two months of 1960 than in the previous year'
Despite this increase in imports, the balance of resources and employment would
nevertheless appear more difficult to ensure than in 1959, because of the diminishecl
elasticity of production.
If harvests Ere nonnal, the tensions which made themselves felt in 1959 on agricul-
tural markets will doubtless not reappear in 1960 and, as their effects cease to be
felt, prices for some commodities should fall. But increased rents and higher all-
round prices for services may well affect the cost-of-living index. It would indeed
seem unlikely that these increases will be accompanied by equivalent reductions
in the prices of industrial products; these d.id not occur in the second half of the
previous year, although at that time the market looked less like a seller's market
than it does today.
To prevent shortages of manpower becoming a bottleneck in certain sectors, the
Commission has instructed a working party to study present and probable imbalances
on the labour market in the member countries and. to propose mezsures calculated
to remedy them. In addition, the speedier implementation of the Treaty of Rome
advocated by the Commission would make it possible to step up intra-Community
exchanges of goods and services and thus to contribute to maintaining internal
balance in the various countries of the Cornmunity.
Pollcy relatln$ to economlc trends
16. At its session of I and 2 February, the Council gave its agreement in principle
to the Commission's proposal to set up a Committee on policy relating to economic30
trends and instructed the Permanent Representatives to study the legal and orga-
nizational details involved.
At the session of 9 and 10 March, the council reached the following decision:
Article I
A Committee on policy relating to economic trends is hereby established within
the Commission. This Committee shall assist in assuring the consultations between
the Member States and the Commission provided for in Article 103 of the Treaty,
and shall advise and assist the Commission in the exercice of the functions vested
in it under that Article.
The Committee shall consist of three representatives of the Commission and of three
representatives of each Member State.
The Chairman of the Monetary Committee shall take part ex officio in the meetings
of the Commission.
The secretariat of the committee shall be provided by the commission.
The committee shall have the power, by agreement with the commission, to call
on experts who are scientifically competent and of recognized experience to assistit in certain tasks.
It shall be entitled to hear personalities from the national administrations and. the
private sector.
The Committee shall elect its office holders and lay down its-rules of procedure.
It shall address its reports to the Commission, which shall communicate them to
the Council.
Article 2
llhe Governments of the Member States shall keep the Commission iniormed of the
main lines of their projects Iikely to affect economic trends in the Srates of the
community, except when they invoke secrecy requirements which, in certain
exceptional cases, may be necessary for the success of given measures.
They shall facilitate the convoking by the Commission of personalities able to
assist in the analysis of economic trends.
Article 3
The Commission shall stucly with OEEC the relations which might be established.
in the field of co-ordination of policies relating to economic trends, between the
work of the Community and. that of OEEC, and it shall submit to the Council the
conclusions of this study. 3r
17. The Committee on policy relaiing to economic trends held its inaugural meeting
on 7 April 1960. It elected as chairman Professor Mtiller-Armack, Under-Secretary
of Stati in the Federal German Ministry of Economics. After adopting a certain
number of rules of procedure and laying down the programme of its work, the Commit-
tee examined the present economic trends and discussed the measures likely to be
required. in each Community country in view of recent developments in the economic
situation.
Abolttlon of restrictlons on the movement of capital (Article 67)
18. At its session of 9 and 10 March, the Council gave its agreement in principle
to the Commission's proposed first directives for progressively abolishing restric-
tions on the movement of capital, in line with Article6T of the Treaty.. The Council
instructed the Permanent Representatives to prepare a final text for the decision
which it will then take by written procedure (t).
Structural problems and problems of lohg-term expansion
19. In the spring of 1958, the Commission set up a group of indepehdant eiperts,
under the chairmanship of M. Pierre Uri, with the task of drawing up a first overall
report on the structure of the economies of the Member States and of the trends
*hi.h *ilt determine their future development. The " Report on the economic
situation in the countries of the Community " established by the group was made
public in the autumn of the same year. At regular intervals since that time the group
of experts has made a thorough study of certain problems of structure and loirg-
term expansion. The group held its seventh meeting at the seat of the Commission
on Tuesday 22 March, under the chairmanship of I\I. Uri. This meeting was more
specially devoted to an examination of forecasts of the external trade of the European
Economic Community and. to the problem of forecasting production in relation to
consumption.,
The group of experts intends to draw up for the Commission a report on the work
undertaken and the results obtained.
Reglonal pollcy
20. National experts in the matter of regional policy held a third meeting at the
seat of the Commission on 28 March. They continued their work on delimiting the
major socio-economic regions of the European Economic Community.
The experts plan to establish a draft regional delimitation within about two months.
This report will also contain information on the main economic problems arising
32 (l) See Bulletin 2-60, Chapter II, Sec. 24.
in-the different regions. Studies will be included on the areas in which the large
urban centres exert their influence.
THE INTERNAL MARKET
Common external tartff '- Ltst G
2l '. When the Treaty of Rome was sigaed it was decided that for several products
which constituted special cases the level of customs duties to be applied would
not be fixed at the arithmetical average but by means of negotiation between theMember States.
For certain of these products the duties in the common customs tariff were settledby agreement before the Treaty was signed, Those tariff headings for which a rate
of duty was thus laid down were included in List F. The producis forwhichit had
not been possible to reach agreement on a rate of duty were ptaced in i"t c. :u"a.,Article 20 the commission was to take all preparatory iteps in order that the
negotiations on the duties to be applied to the products tn List G should be under-taken before the end of the second year after the entry into force of the Treaty
and concluded before the end of the first stage. In iecember lgbg, the councildecided to speed up work on the common externar tariff so as to be in a pbsitionto start in good time on negotiations which were to take place und,er the Dillonp,roposals. The speed with which the work was pursued 
-Ld" it possible for theMember States, meeting at Rome on 2 March 1960, to sign an agreement covering a[the products in List G except four groups of items concerned witil petroleum products.
22. List G contains 70 headings. The products concerned represent rb.l o/, of.the Member states' imports from non-member countries in lgbz, with a total
value of t 2,677 million. Three-quarters of these products were raw materials.The rest consisted mainly of foodstuffs and a few manufactured goods. Among theproducts contained in List G we might note wood (which represfnts 20 o/o by ialue
of all List G products imported from non-membe_r countriesl, tats (rr o/"), iaperpurp(11 
.%)' aircraft and parts thereof (g %), read, zinc and their o*ils.B lof 
^niengines for motor vehicles and aircraft and parts thereof (b %). It should be notedthat certain items of which imports were negligible or 
"ii r#ea difficult problemsbecause of the possible sociar repercussionr or ti*ing a rate of duty.
23. As early as the beginning of lg5g, the representatives of Member statesmetat the suggestion of the commission to decide on and establish the negotiating
system. It was agreed that there shourd be a centrar Group supported by threi
working parties, each of which would be required to make 
", ""ono*i. survey ofa certain nrlmber of items.
A firct round of meetings began in April and went on into Jury, the second roundbegan in September and finished in November.
,,
2L. The absence of a common agricultural policy for certain of the List G products
which occur also in Annex II to the Treaty (wine and ethyl alcohol in particular),
as well as differences of view on the general policy to be followed in connection
with certain branches of activity, had meant that it was not always possible for
solutions to be found at expert level. This applied in particular to the following
products: paperpulp, aluminium, parts of motor vehicles, aircraft'
The negotiations also brought out the difrculties facing certain industries which
had grown up in a national market, where they enjoyed a high level of quota and
tariff protection, and whose future was now threatened by the advent of the Com-
mon Market. The problem was the more serious since the position of these indus-
tries involves a social aspect arising from the fact that they are situated in areas
which are already insufficiently developed within the Europe of the Six. The
prod.ucts concerned were sulphur (mines in Sicily), lead and zinc ores (mines in
bardinia), cork (Sardinia), silk, iodine (Itaty), glass beads (a social problem in the
Federal German RePublic).
Finally, agricultural policy.to the extent that it affects trade with the under-
developed countries and the speciat policy towards the states a-ssociated with the
Community complicated the negotiations on various items (fati, aluminium)'
25. At a series of meetings in November the central Group, using the results obtai-
ned by the working parties, studied each of the products covered by List G and
succeeded in reaching agreement on a certain number of them'
Solutions for the difficulties met varied from product to product. One solution
was the acceptance of a system of " special purposes " which meant sub-headings
with a preferential rate of duty where the product concerned was to be used for
a particular purpose. Another solution, which applies to a few items, was to
isolate the market in conjunction with a request for the application of Article 226
(escape clause).
Sometimes it was necessary to resort to the use of tariff quotas, a solution which
was undesirable in itself but which provided the only means of reconciling the
essential economic and social needs of one or other of the Member States.
For those agricultural products in Annex II which were to have the protection
of a tariff quota, use of the provisions contained in Article 25 (3 and 4) together
with a statement by the Commission of the criteria it will use for the granting
of these quotas, proved acceptable to the Member States concerned.
26. When no more progress could be made in the central Group, two meetings
were held by the Ministers concerned. (t-2 December and 18-19 December). A
further meeting was held on l2-L3 February 1960 and the work was completed
in Rome on 29 February and 1 and 2 March, when the Ministers signed agreements
and protocols settling tire duties on all products covered by List G with the excetri-
l+ tion of petroleum Products.
27 . That part of the common external tariff which is based on the arithmetical
average was adopted by the council when it met on 12 February, and. with the
conclusion oJ the negotiations on List G this work is now almost completed (1).
The customs tariff of the European Economic community will be complete once
the results of certain decisions on outstanding problem. i"'ou been incorporated.
The most important of these problems are the establishment of specific duties
for certain products, certain duty adjustments based on Article 2le) ;f.the Treaty,
and a determination of the extent to which the duties declared by Member States
to be of a fiscal nature have also a protective aspect (Article 22 of. the Treaty).
The Commission will ensure that decisions of these matiers are reached as quictty
as possible.
Serplces and the rtght of establlshment
28. In accordance with the provisions of Article b4(t) of the Treaty of Rome,
the commission has submitted to the council proposals on the general programmefor the abolition of restrictions existing within the Communlty on freedom of
establishment. This Article requires the Council to consult the Economic and
Social committee and the European parliament on these proposals and then to lay
down a general programme before the expiry of the first stage.
The Commission's proposals were submitted to the Council some weeks later than
the date laid down in the Treaty (Bl December lg5g). The extra time was nsedby the Commission
a) to find a ProPer interpretation of certain legal points which were unclear in.
the Treaty, and
b) to eliminate certain divergences of view between Member States by finding
reasonable compromise solutions.
29. During the preparatory stages, experts from the Member States had been
closely associated with the commission's staff, especially in defining the field
withil which the general programme should apply (who would benefit and who
would be excluded), the nature of the obstaclei to b" overcome (their origin and
extent), the possible links between abolition of the restrictions and co-ordination
oJ certain national regulations, which often vary widely, and the order in which
the right to take up and carry on non-wage-earning activities should be established(priorities).
30. In the proposals for a general programme and in the accompanying commen-
tary explaining its reasons, the commission had endeavoured to brinf out :
- 
The exact origin of the restrictions to be abolished
- 
The range of personal rights which will be necessary for freed.om to carrSr on
an activity
(l) Sb" BrlLtt" ,-80, Chapter III, Sec. 28. 3t
- 
The link to be established between abolitioh of restrictions and co-ordination
of regulations
- 
The inclusion of the Overseas Countries and Territories in the sphere covered
by the programme
- 
The extent of competence in connection with transport
In the weeks which preceded the submission of these proposals to the Council,
the Commission was also able to dispose of certain divergences of view between
the Member States and to find reasonable compromise solutions in connection
with
- 
The conditions under which the companies referred to in Article 58 may establish
and run agencies, branches or subsidiaries
- 
The adjustment of the administrative regulations governing entry and residence
on the territory of Member States
- 
The means of liberalizing industrial activity and the handicrafs without eirdan'-
gerins the latter .:,': ....,1. t' :
- 
The settling of a timetable for the liberalization of agricultural acti'iities, of the
foodstuffs industries, and of retail trading
- 
The link between the measures suggested for.agriculture and transport and th9
commbn policies to be established in thesd spheres ' 
- 
.. :. ' !
- 
The link between the measures proposed for the production.of.certain minerals
\ r rL 
-^I:^-- ^- ^...(in particular petroleum) ancl the common policy on energy' '.'j
.:
3l . In this way it was possible for the Commission to place a complete'and exact
programme beiore the Council. The Commission reckons that between them the
two documents provide a suitable framework for drawing up the implementing
directives on freedom of establishment. Since in working out these proposals,
every endeavour was made to bring them into line with the observations.made
by the experts from the various countries, the Commission feels that it will be pos-
sible for the council to adopt them without major amendments.
32. The timetable for the application of the liberalization measures ptopo*d i.
very flexible. It fixes the latest date by which 
- 
and not the date after which 
-
freedom of establishment must be made effective within each activity or group of
activities. ' '
The Council will thus be able, whenever an opportunity arises, to take action well
in advance of the latest date laid down. j :
An important proposal of the Commission is for the effective introduction of freedoni
36 of establishment before the end of the second year of the second stage'(1963)
throughout most of industry and commerce. For the foodstuffs industry and retail-
ing, however, the corresponding date would be the end of the second stage.
Action on freedom of establishment in agriculture would in the main be taken
before the end of the second stage. ,
For most other groups of activity action would be spread over the third stage.
Finally it should be noted that in connection with certain activities (in particular
the liberal professions and insurance), it is already evident that it will be necessary
to obtain a greaier or lesser degree of co-ordination between the regulations in
different countries and that this will make it difficult to attain complete liberaliza-
tion for some years to come.
33. The Commission looks on the right of establishment as a cornerstone in the
qd.ifice.of-the Common Market.. The European Economic Community is in fact
not merely a customs union but seeks to integrate the economies of the Member
States. This last concept implies freedom of circulation for goods, capital, persons
and. se'rvices. The right of establishment is intended to produce freedom of action
for the individual within the Common Market.
COMPETITION
Dumping practices
34. On lt March lg60,the Commission passed aregulationon theimplementatron
of Article 91 (2) of the Treaty, which deals with dumping practices.
Article 91 (2) places in the hands of business undertakings in the Community an
anti-dumping weapon, often called the .,Boomer&ng ", by which any product
may be returned, free of all customs duties, quantitative restrictions or measures
with equivalent effect, to the Member State which dumped it.
The purpose of Article 91 (2) is then essentially defensive. In view of the possibility
that dumped products may re-enter the home market and seriously undermine
domestic price levels, business circles in the Community may well hesitate before
resorting to this practice. The rules laid down by the Commission are based on the
idea that any business house should be able to use this anti-dumping weapon
swiftly and on its own initiative, with a minimum of formality and without awaiting
the prior authorization of any authority, and to do so quite apart from any action
which it might call on the Commission to take under the anti-dumping procedure
laid rlown in Article 91 (1),
This regulation No. 8 of the commission, which is mandatory in all its parts and
directly applicable in all Member states, will come into force on 15 April 1960 (t).
.:
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Rules appllcable to enterprises
35. In February 1960 the Commission convened a working party of governmental
experts from the six Member States in order to make a thorough examination of the
documentation which would be required in connection with Article 85. This problem
had already been raised at several conferences concerned with understandings.
In this connection, consideration has been given to the study of certain economic
sectors. The proposals agreed on at this meeting vdll be examined at the conference
on understandings.
State aids
36. The Commission has continued the action it has been taking to implement the
procedure for examining aids given by states or out of public funds.
The Commission found it necessary to explain more fully to the governments of
certain states the conclusions it had adopted after discussing with the representa-
tives of Member States the scope of the procedure laid down in Article 93 (3) on
plans which might institute new forms of aid or modify existing ones and the par-
ticulars of how this procedure should be applied. It has become evident that certain
changes are from time to time necessary in order to apply the lessons of experience;
these changes are intended to make it possible to combine respect for the obligations
imposed by the Treaty with the fullest attention to any legitimate worries felt by
Member States.
37. At the same time a systematic study of existing aids is in train. The first
replies from Member States on aids of a fiscal character have reached the Commission;
they round off the informatiorr already gathered on aids of a financial character.
Work on this new material has been put in hand.
The information already received on aids of a financial character has been circulated
to Member States. It forms the basis of the steps to be taken during the year. A
meeting with representatives of the Member Countries has been planned in order
to examine particular aspectd of working methods for dealing with certain general
systems. Consideration has been given to an action programme on the specific
aid given to the production of certain items. Under this programme the procedure
would be set in motion for the examination, as laid down in Article 93 (t), of a certain
number of systems reported by Member States. On the basis of the method recently
agreed with representatives from the various countries, the action taken will include
any necessary bilateral contacts between staff of the Commission and the competent
national authorities, any multilateral discussions, with all Member States represent-
ed, which may prove necessary, or a combination of both methods. This will make
it possible to bring out to the fullest extent the repercussions of these aids on the
conditions affecting trade between Member States. At the same time it will3E
enable the Commission, should need arise, to put before the Member States concerned
oroposals for any steps required by the progressive advance or the functioning of the
Common Market.
Applicatlon of rules of competition in partlcular sectors
38. The Commission has continued its studies of the conditions inwhichtherules
of competition are to be applied to transport and agriculture.
In particular, it has been examining the conditions in which it will be possible to
undertake a study of aids effecting agricultural production and traniport. In
connection with aids for agricultriral production the Commission will su-bmit pro-
pbsals to the Council under the terms of Article 42.
The problem of how far the ruling on understandings, dominant positions and dump-
ing apply to the production of and trade in agricultural products is also engaging
the attention of the Commission.
SOCIAL AFFAIRS
Manpower problems
39. The working party for the study of trends in emplo5rment, set up by the comis-
sion in agreement with the Council, held its first meeting in Brussels o, 25 Fub*rry.
This working party consists of representatives of the economic and labour adminis-
trations of the Member States. Its task is to determine rvithin two months the
number of vacancies at present not filletl in each Community country, by branch
of activity and occupational category, and the manpower iesources available to
fill them in the immediate future. In this connection the working party will also
study the methods best calculated to encourage the occupational and geographical
mobility of workers. 
,
The chairman of the commission's social Affairs Group has emphasized the impor-
tance of the task allotted to the.working party and its essentially practical character.It must meet the manpower problems caused by the present economic situation
pending the establishment of the machinery which, under the provisions of the
Treaty, will enable the community's institutions to define and impiement a common
manpower policy. The present situation, which has led the Commission to estab-
Iish this working party, has shown that increases in productive capacity are closely
Iinked with the problem of manpower: eich is conditioned by the other.
Soclal security of migrant workere
40. In conformity with Article 40 (1) of Regulation No. B of the council of the
European Economic community on the social Security of Migrant Workers, wage- 39
earnersworkingintheterritory of a Member State are entitled to family allowances
calculated according to the legislation of that Member State in respect of children
residing or being educated in another Member State.
In certain cases the legislation of the various Member States provides for the grant
of family allowances beyond the normal age limit. This applies particularly in
cases of study beyond the minimum age limit, apprenticeship and incapacity for
w6rk, and to unmarried daughters not going out to work.
The Administrative Committee of the European Economic Community. for the
Social Security of I[igrant Workers has instructed d, working party of experts on
family allowances to examine the problem of the supporting documents to be pro-
duced in the above cases and to work out the draft forms needed to implement
the provision of Regulation No. 3 referred to above.
This working party, which at a previous meeting had drafted forms'for the granting
, of family allowances in cases of continuation of studies and apprenticeship, met on
9 February 1960 and settled the following forms :
- 
Declaration to be made by applicants for family allowances in respect of young
persons unable to work;
- 
Medical certificate required for the grant of family allowairces in respect of
young persons unable to work;
- 
Certificate in support of a claim for the grant of family allowances in respect
of daughters remaining at home.
After approval by the Administrative Committee, these specimen forms will be
published in the official gazette of the European Communities in the four official
languages.
41 . The Administrative Committee of the European Economic Community for
the Social Security of Migrant Workers held its 13th session on 18 and 19 February
1960.
At this session, the Committee finally adopted Decision No. 17 concerning the
provision of sickness insurance benefits in cash by the institution of the place of
residence of an employed person on behalf of the competent institution to which
he is affiliated in another country. This decision also fixes the details of how
reimbursement for the services shall be effected by the institutiorr responsible and
specifies the intervals at which such settlements shall be made and the rules cover-
ing conversion into the currency of the other country.
The French version has been finalized for the specimen forms E 38 to E 43,'which
were drawn up by the group of experts for use by persons seeking the extension,
where allowed under current statutory provisions, of family allowances in respect
40 of children abole thg norrnal age (continuation of studies, apprentices, the infirm,
etc,) When the versions in the three other languages have been completed, these
forms will, Iike the previous series, be published in thc official gazette of the European
Communities.
The Administrative Committee was asked for an opinion on the line to be followed
with regard to military invalidity pensions paid by a Member State of the European
Economic Community which duplicate a social security invalidity pension in another
Member State. The Committee ruled that military invalidity pensions constitute
income within the meaning of Article lL (2) of Regulation No. 3 and that, in cases
where the legislatioh of a country does not treat as part of income any military
pensions paid under its own law, the relevant provisions shall not apply to any
military pensions paid by another country.
42. Thd Administrative Committee has also ruled on the question of how often the
situation of persons receiving benefits should be re-examined to see whether grounds
exist for the reduction or suspension of benefits, and also on the details for the
implementation of Article 19 of Regulation No. 3, which deals with the provision
of sickness insurance benefits in kind in the case of a temporary stay in a Member
State other than the one in which the competent institution is situated.
Occupatlonal dlseases
43, In February the services of the Commission called together a group of experts
on occupatioiral dermatosis; lead poisoning; occupational cancer; rheumatism;
arthitric conditions, their direct consequences and their cardio-circulatory compli-
cations; the group consisted of four doctors specializing in these diseases and of
independent national experts required to give information on the legislative and
administrative handling of the diseases in their several countries, with the task of
describing the legislative and administrative aspects of the above-mentioned
diseases in their respective countries.
These experts settled a uniform plan to be used for reports on each illness.
ttIn addition, a group of independent national experts, consisting of doctors and
technicians, has been called together to draw up an analytical list by countries of
occupational diseases and of the harmful agents causing them.
The experts have worked out the draft of a detailed list of harmful biological,
physical and chemical agents. As far as these last are concerned, the compounds
and the homologues are very numerous and vary from one Community country
to another. With a view to approximating legislation on occupational diseases,
plans have been made for a synoptic report and a single analytical list for the EEC
countries.
Soclal servlces
44. A meeting of experts from the Institutes entrusted with the inquiry into the
housing conditions of migrant worJss6 was held in Brussels at thq beginning of
February. {t
This meeting, the object of which was to establish the detailed Programme of the
inquiry, was attended by experts from the following Institutes:
- 
Institut de sociologie de l'Universit6 de Lidge
- 
Institut fiir Siedlungs- und Wohnungswesen der Westf6lischen Wilhelms-Uni-
versitiit, Miinster (Westphalia)
- 
Institut National d'Etudes ddmographiques, Paris.
On 22 and.23 February 1960, the services of the Commission orgarrized in Brussels
a first meeting of experts to deal with family questions.
The meeting was attended by representatives from the Ministries dealing with
family questions or concerned with these, by leaders of the principal family move-
ments in the six countries, by representatives from the IUFO (International
Union of Family Organizations), from the European secretariats of the international
organizations of rvorkers and employers (ICFTU, IFCTU), the Union of Industries
of the European Community (UIEC), the Committee of agricultural organizations
(COPA) 
- 
and by officials of ECSC, Euratom, and. of the Statistical Office of the
European Communities.
After a review of the present situation of the various measures of economic, fiscal
or social nature under which families benefited in the six member countries, there
was a discussion of the Community's general objectives and economic policy (indus-
trial and agricultural), which for the experts present were of interest particularly
from the angle of protecting the consumer.
In a further discussion, dealing with social policy, those attending the meeting
raised questions which were worrlring families, in particular, freedom of movement
for workers, occupational guidance and training, social security, the Social Fund,
housing, working mothers, social service and so on.
They expressed the wish that the exchange of information thus begun should be
continued and that means shouid be sought for co-operation with the staff of the
Commission on points in the European Economic Community's policy which have
a direct effect on family interests.
AGRICULTURE
The common agricultural policy
45. On the occasion of the " Concours G6n6ral Agricole " in Paris (t) the Ministers
of Agriculture of the Member States again met M. Mansholt, Chairman of the Agri-
cultural Group of the Commission, and M. Lambert Schaus, a Member of the Commis-
sion, on 7 and 8 March 1960.
+2 (I) Se+ Bulletin 2-60, Chapter III, Sec. 46.
The Ministers continued their exchange of views on several key points in the Com-
mission's first proposals for a common agricultural policy. In particular they
studied questions in connection with the form of the joint organization planned for
the different markets, the systems of levies on imports and Community aid for the
improvement of agricultural structures.
46. The Agricultural Section of the Economic and Social Committee and the Agri-
cultural Committee of the European Parliament have both given further study to
the Commission's proposals for a common agricultural policy.
At the session which began on 26 March 1960, the European Parliament held a
three-day debate on the common agricultural policy. The basis of the discussion
was provided by the Commission's draft proposals and by reports received from the
Agricultural Committee of the Parliament.
Early in May the Economic and Social Committee will hold a full meeting, scheduled
to last several days, for the purpose of adopting the report and the opinion on com-
mon agricultural policy called for by the Commission under Article 43 of the Treaty.
+7 . ine Cohmission has continued its contacts with the professional organizations
of the agriculture andfoodsector and has invited several of these brganizations to
informatory meetings.
Measures lmplementlng the Treaty
48. The Commission has examined in detail the measures in the agricultural sector
which Member States have taken to implement those provisions of the Treaty
dealing with the Community's internal trade.
49. Following a complaint by the Italian Government concerning exports of French
wines to Germany at abnormally low prices, the Commission has intervened with
the French and Italian Governments in order to find an agreed solution to this
problem.
50. The difficulties which have arisen in the egg and poultry markets in France have
been discussed in meetings between French, Belgian and Dutch representatives.
5t . With a view to working out the detailed application of Article 44 of. the Treaty
(minimum prices), the Commission has'convened a meeting of representatives of the
six Governments.
52. ln the matter of agricultural structures, a report on the delimitation of the main
agricultural regions of the six Community countries, undertaken by independent
experts at the request of the Commission, has been completed. It may later be
published. {t
53. As part of its co-operation with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), the Commission has studied the possibilities of the Commu-
nity participating in the " World campaign against hunger ".
TRANSPORT
54. On the iniiiative of itre Commissibn of tlie Euiopean Ecbnomic Community tri,o
rireetings, one concerning highway and the other railway infrastructure, have beeri
held in the Directorate-General for Tr'insijort. They were atterided ty natiohal
dxieiis frbii the six tountriei.
The purpose of these meetings was to compare the national prograrnmes of the'six
countries for each of these two methods of transport and to study the technical and
financial aspects of the execution, under these programmes, of projects affecting
Europe at large.
As far as concerns roads, the discussion dealt mainly with certain links joining the
national networks in the light of possible structural harmonization and s5rnchroni-
zation of the various projects.
As regards railways, comparison of the national programmel made it possible to
pinpoint a certain number of projects which concern both the electrification of lines
to provide better links beween the different countries and other means of improving
the capacity of certain lines.
The part which might be played by a system of Community financing applicable to
a limited number of international items in these progralnmes was also carefully
studied. Later meetings will examine in detail the various aspects of the problems
raised.
A meeting on thc structure of inland watarways will be held shortly to round.<iff
this first series.of discussions on the main European links by the three methods.of
inland trairsport.
55 . . In liaison with- the Statistical. Office of the Eurgpean Communities, the services
of the Commission have concluded a basic study on the availability of transport
statistics.
On'e.-of the first problems calling for'solution is thdt of unifying the nomenclature irf
the goods, whether in transport statistics or amongst the.various forms of transport.
A meeting of experts to examine this problem is planned for the coming'months,+1
ASSOCIATION O[' OVERSEAS COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES
The Development Fund
56. In February the council, on a proposal of the commission, approved the
financing by the European Development Fund of the following economic project
in the Republic of Upper Volta:
; The construction of 3 earthen dams in East Volta with a provisional commitmentind payment authorization of 300,000 uriits of account, ,li fro* the igbg budget.
The completed installations will be the property of thd Republic of upper volta.
The density of population is comparativcly high in East Volta, and the natural
conditions (soil and rainfall)'do not help progress in agriculture, with thd result
that there is at times'a severe shortage of food. This in turn has disturbing socio-
economic consequences, which include under-nourishment and emigration of
people gf working age. : . . ' ., | .. -
The project to be financed by the Fund is part of an agricultural improvement
programme for East' volta. ..The three earthen dams,'at Bazega, Tensobentenga
andzab|r6,, are of interest to a population of some l4,o$ people scattered amongst
20 villa[es: The inhabitants'wili have at their disposaf , p"r*".runt supply of
water and be able tb develop the adjoining countryiide, largely for rice, *rh"i
gardening and.trees. 
-.i I : ,,.. i
bz. r*o new finance convdntions were'signed during February. These were:
- 
A convention with the Republic of lDahomey covering thrle social projecti
with a qrgTsional commitment amounting to 8g6,000 units of account (li 
rr1.: i .. t" rl- A convention with the Republic of Mpdagascar covering economic projets with
a provisioriil commiiment airorrnting to'i,g2g,000 units oi 
"".o"nt 14.-J--- "'-'-'
. 
-.1-- _
(l) !* Buletin 3-69, Chapter IIt, Sec. 02.(2) See Bulletin 6-69, Cbalter. U.,. Sec..BO. . +,
I
58. TABLE SHOWING THE OPERATIONS OF THE DUROPEAN DEVEL'-
OPMENT FUND FOR OVERSEAS COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES
. 
Flnanclng approved - sltuatlon on 29 February 1960
(figures rounded off to nearest thousand units of account)
Countries
and Territories
Projects
submitted
Total Amount(l) Paymentauthorizations 1958
Belgian Congo
Ruaoda-Urundi
Total
4
6
2,064
L,766
I ,800
986
l0 3, 810 2,786
Camerooa
Comores
Congo
Ivory C,oast
French Somali Coast
Dahomey
Gaboon
Upper Volta
Madagascar
Mauritania
Niger
New Caledonia
Polynesia
Sudanese Republic
Chad
Togoland
TotaI
4
I
I
^I
3
2
4
t2
o
2
4
I
4
o
6
,, rru
8l
467
3,486
742
396
612
I ,926
11,604
r,793
7,290
273
296
32t
r,300
660
1,961
8t
467
2,931
400
367
612
I ,926
6,640
I ,703
2,986
273
295
321
I ,300
660
52 36,031 2t,982
Somaliland (Itdiau) I I ,960 500
Netherlauds New Guinea. I 2,020 379
Grand Total 64 42,817 26,947
+6 (l) Excluding administrative costs relating to the projects.
Expanslon of trade
59. In the first two months of 1g60, the attention of the Commission's staff has been
very much engaged by the probleri of selling in the Member States of the European
Community the goods produced in the associated Overseas Countries and Territories.ln conjunction with governmental experts, the staff of the Commission has been
endeavouring to find solutions which could ensure for the associated. Overseas
Countries and Territories effective preferential treatment in selling their products
on Community markets. In this connection, the problem of selling coffee in certain
Member States has been the subject of special studv.
work has also been proceeding on studies covering the market for meat, hides and
skins, bananas, cocoa and oilseed. In connection with oilseed there has been an
examination of the problem of selling the groundnuts produced by the associated
Overseas Countries and Territories; this raises an important question in connection
with support, for which it seems that a European answer must be found.
60. More generally, the problems raised by the endeavour to harmonize the national
markets in tropical products and the corresponding international markets have
led to a thorough examination of the question in conjunction with experts from the
six governments.
In this field there were two main products which called for special attention. On the
collec marhel continued instability has made it necessary to establish an interna-
tional study group in washington to work out a long-tern agreement. The com-
mission's_ staff has prepared an analysis of conditions on the market and has sought
to provide a solution of the problem which would be acceptable to the six Govern-
ments. on the cocoa market the trend is most disquieting and seems to justify
advancing the date on which the FAo's special study group shall meet.
61 . The studies which are made in connection with external relations include
examination of the aid which might be given to the underdeveloped countries by
expanding the consumption of primary commodities in the community.
A series of papers has been prepared covering cotton, bananas, coffee, cocoa and
tea; they examine possible repercussions on these commodities of quota disarmament
and of reductions in customs duties and internal taxes.
Studles
62. Two studies have just been completed which concern the associated overseas
countries.
The first bears the title " The Social Situation in the Overseas Countries associated.
with the EEC ". It was prepared at the request of the European parliament, to
which it has just been submitted. 17
This study, iu the preparation of which experts from the Member States have
collaboratld, contains five chapters: Population, Manpo',ver and Employment,
Education, Health and Hygiene, Housing. It shows the importance of the efforts
so far made to help the social advances of the Overseas Countries associated with
the European Economic Community, as well as the vastness of the needs that are
still unsatisfietl despite the fact that today social expenditure already accounts
for 30 o/o on 
"rr"r"g" 
of the current budget expenditures in these countries.
The second. study deals with the methods, sources and current situation of the
investments made since the last war in the overseas countries now associated with
the European Economic community. The study deals at length with public
investment of capital from abroad, but also goes into public investment based on
domestic capital as well as the investment of private capital, the scale of which is
often underestimated. .
The'two studies provide firm information on economic and social development
at a time when the European Economic Community is endeavouring to formrtlate
its general policy for aid to underdeveloped states' :
ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS .. 
.
63. In accordance with the provisions of the Treaty, the Commission has put before
the Council a draft regulation on the taxing of salaries, wages and other emoluments.
The European tax s,y.t"rn, which will cover the members of the Commissions, the
judges, the advocates general, the clerk and assistant clerks of the courts and the
officials of the Community institutions, is closely bound up with the statute of
service and the system of remuneration'
64. At this session of 9 and l0March,the Councils of the EEC and Euratom took
the following decisions :
a) The experts will complete before I April1960 their work on the system of remu-
neration and taxes and also on the question of the currency to be used in fixing remu-
neration and taxes.
b) For the statute as a whole the ECSC statute will be used as a basis. Govern-
ments and Commissions will inform the Secretary General's office before 1 April
of any changes theY want made.
c) The Chairman of the Committee of Permanent Representatives will work out,
on the basis of the ECSC statute and any amendements proposed by Governments
or Comnissions, a composite proposal for submission to the Permanent Represen-
tatives not later than t MaY.
d) The complete statute including the system of remuneration will be submitted
to the Councit during June, so that it can come into force before the new budget{8 proposals are made, and in any case not later than 31 July 1960.
e) Consultations on the statute could begin as soon as possible with the Parliament
and the court of 
.]ustice, using as basis the comprete proposals prepared by the
Chairman of the Committee of Permanent Representatives, at laiest when these
proposals are submitted to the Councils.
f) The system of remuneration referred to in the Council's decision of.23-24 Novem-
ber 1959 is to be provisionally put into force not later than 31 
.]uly 1g60.
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lV. lnstitutions and organs
A. THE EUROPDAN PARLIAMENT
95. Tl: Assembly met in plenary session at the Maison de l,Europe in strasbourgfrom 26 March to 2 April 1g60.
As the term of office of President Robcrt Schuman had expired, the Assembly
elected M. Furler (christian Democrat, Germany) as its bresident, and MI\i.
Fohrmann, Janssens, Hazenbosch, Battaglia, vanruilen, Rubinacci, Kalbitzer and
Vendroux as vice-presidents.
M. Furler, M. Eugdne schaus, president in office of the councils of the European
Economic community and of the European Atomic Energy community, and
M. Hallstein, President of the Commission, emphasized the imfortant contribution
which the retiring President of the Assembly, M. Robert Schuman, had made tothe building of Europe.
Speaking on behalf of the councils, M. Eugdne Schaus communicated. to the Assem-bly the Councils' reply to its requests for improved collaboration between the twoInstitutions. The Assembly noted this reply with pleasure, particulary the coun-
cils' declaration that they would consult the Assemtly on alf problems of political
moment.
M. Hallstein, President of the commission of the European Economic community,
ogeled the general policy debate with a statement o, th" speed^ier implementation
of the European Economic community Treaty and on the commissioni, recomme,-
dations on this matter (1).
At the end of the debate which followed this statement, the Assembly passed a
resolution " noting with satisfaction that the economy of the European Economic
Commurity is developing at such a rate that it is possible to envisage in all sectors
an acceleration of the rhythm laid down by the Treaty and welcoming the action of
the European Economic Community in this regard.,;.
The Assembly requested, however, that the commission, the council and thegovernments should accelerate the implementation of the common policies in the
spheres of agriculture, financial and economic affairs and transport concurrently
with the speedier introduction of the customs union. The Aisembly was ahl
anxious that the Commission should complete its recommendations in the socialfield. Finally, the resolution " urges that customs disarmament vis-i.-vis non-
member countries be planned on the basis of fair reciprocity and that the accelera-
(l) S""-tt ir B"lletin, Chapter II, Sec. l. 5l
tion procedure take account of the special ecor.romic circumstances of the dcvelop-
menicountries associated with the Iiuropean Economic Community ", and "requests
the Commission to submit as soon as possible to the Assembly concrete and workable
proposals, which take due account of the considerations expressed above, in order
io sir"ngtt 
"n 
the effective organization of the Europe of the Six and to make it
possible to pursue a policy forlhe development of trade with nott-member countries
and for economic collaboration between the countries of free Europe ".
After hearing the rapporteurs of its Agricultural committee, the Assembly held
an important debate on the joint agricultural policy. The rapporteurs rvere :
M. Luecker for the basic principles of the future agricultural policy, M. De Vita
for agricultural structures, M. Legendre for the problems of cereals ans sugar,
M. Rftharts for the meat and egg market, M. Van Dijk for dairy produce, M. Troisi
for fruit and vegetables and M. Carcassonne for wine'
M. Mansholt, a vice-president of the Commission, spoke at the conclusion of thc
debate and express"d tt. Commission's confidence that the prcsent pattern and
volume of trade will be maintained and that the common agricultural policy will
not injure non-member countries. Protection of European agriculture, even on a
moderate scale, could. only be justified if it led to increased productivity and the
rationalization of agricultural enterprises. N(. Mansholt further stated that accelera-
tion in the agricultural sphere is both possible and desirable'
The Assembly heard a statement by 1\I. Ramizason on the feelings of Africains
towards ,".urrt happenings in the union of South Africa, and showed by its applause
that it held to the principle of non-discrimination between races.
The Assembly passed several resolutions cotrcerning the organization of a conference
at governmentil level on problems of common concern to Africa and Europe, at
which the Governments of the associated overseas countries would be representcd;
the establishment of a special temporary committee to study conditions and gather
information in the o'u.i.."t countries and territories; and the organization of a
parliamentary conference rvhich would include the representatives of the parliamen-
iary bodies oi the associated overseas countries and thosc of the European Parliament
It also passed a resolution amending its own standing orders'
B. THE COUNCIL
66. On 9 and 10 March 1960, the Council held its 31st session under the chairmanship
of M. Eugdne Schaus, Minister of Foreign Affairs of thc Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
The Council heard a statement by M. Van Lennep, chairman of the Monetary Com-
mittee, in which he introduced the second annual report of this Committee.
The Council also decided on the legal and organizational procedure for the Com-
mittee on policy relating to economic trends, which it had decided to set up at its
session of 1 and 2 February. This Committee, for which the Commission provides52
the secretariat, consists of three representatives of thc Commission (NtM. Marjolin,
von der Groeben and Bobba) and of three representatives of each Member State.It held its first meeting on 7 April and elected as chairman M. Miiller-Armack,
Under-Secretary of State in the Federal German Ministry of Economics Affairs.
The Committee will address its reports to the Commission, which will communicate
them to the Council.
Suject to a few amendments to be made later by the Permanent Representatives
of the Member States, thc Council adopted the main lines of a first draft directive
on the progressive abolition of restrictions on the movement of capital (Article 67 of
the Treaty) submitted to it by the Commission in conformity with Article 69. This
first directive provides for the unconditional freeing of certain capital movemerrts
(direct investment, investment in real estate, dealings in securities quoted on stock
exchanges, and so on). The different degrees of liberalization for capital movements
as a whole are set out in four lists A, B, C, D.
Aftcr a final exchange of views with the Commission, the Council defined the porvers
of the Commission in the negotiations with Greece and gave instructions that these
should be opened as soon as possible.
The Council also had an initial discussion on the Commission's recommendations for
the speeding up of the Treaty, which were given a favourable reception.
In the matter of the association of Cameroon with the Community, the Council
acknowledged a communication from the French and Cameroon Governments on
the manner in rvhich Cameroon is to be associated with the community after be-
coming independent.
The Council also instructed thc Commission to continue the technical study of the
problems involved in the association of the Netherlands Antilles with the Commun-
itv'
As regards the statute of service of the personnel of the Communities, the Council
decided to make every effort to ensure that the statutc should come into force on
1 July 1960.
C. CONFERENCE OF THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GOVERN.
MENTS OF MEMBER STATES
67 . on 2 March, 1960 the Representatives of the Member States meeting in Rome
signed the agreement by which they fix the duties applicable to the products covered
by List G. This List contains 70 tariff headings (1).
(l) See this Rulletin, Chapter III, Secs. 2l and, 22. 53
D. THE MONETARY COMMITTEE
68. The Monetary Committee has completed the second report on its activities.
The report, which contains a number of comments on the monetary and financial
situation of l\Iember States in 1959, was presented to the Commission on 8 February
and to the Council on 9 March by the Chairman, M. Van Lennep, who opened the
debate which followed. This rcport will be published in the official gazette of the
Communities and an off-print will be ma<lc for use by the Conimission.
The Monetary Committee met on t2 and t3 April 1960. At this meeting it examined
the monetary and financial situation of the German Federal Republic, dealing par-
ticularly with the internal stresses which, in the labour market and elsewhere, are
features of the German economy, and analysing the outlook for the balance of
payments. The Committee also examined the monetary and financial situation of
France, devoting particular attention to developments in public finance and the
methods of financing the net burden being borne by the Treasury. The Committee
will meet again towards the middle of May.
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